CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

FROM FABRIC A, CUT
7 (Seven) 5” × 7” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC B, CUT
4 (Four) 3 ½” × 8 3/4” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC C, CUT
3 (Three) 3 ½” × 8 3/4” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC D, CUT
5 (Five) 3 ½” × 8 3/4” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC E, CUT
4 (Four) 3 ½” × 8 3/4” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC F, CUT
8 (Eight) 5” × 7” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC G, CUT
4 (Four) 3 ½” × 8 3/4” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC H, CUT
4 (Four) 3 ½” × 8 3/4” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC I, CUT
7 (Seven) 5” × 7” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC J, CUT
7 (Seven) 5” × 7” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC K, CUT
8 (Eight) 5” × 7” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC L, CUT
5 (Five) 5” × 7” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC M, CUT
6 (Six) 5” × 7” Rectangles

FROM FABRIC N, CUT
1 (One) 30 1/2” × 20 1/2” Rectangle
INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1. Paper Piecing Block

- Take one 3 1/2" x 8 3/4" rectangle from fabric G and one 5" x 7" rectangle from fabric J.
- Place Right sides together on the back of the foundation square as shown in the diagram below.
- Stitch through the paper and fabric on the line shared by pieces 1 & 2 (DIAGRAM 1).
- Trim the seam allowance to 1/4" (without cutting the paper template) Open the pieces and press piece #2 open on the fabric side.

- Take one 5" x 7" rectangle from fabric I.
- Repeat the previous step to add this piece but this time add it to side #3.
- Stitch through the paper and fabric on the line shared by pieces 1 & 3 (DIAGRAM 2).

Step 2. Assembling The Top

- Trim the seam allowance to 1/4" (without cutting the paper template) Open the pieces and press piece #3 open on the fabric side.
- Trim the square on the outer dotted line to complete one block (DIAGRAM 3).
- Repeat the same procedures done for the first block until you are done with twenty-four blocks.
- Follow the cover picture for fabric placement.

- Attach six blocks horizontally for the first row.
- Continue until you are done with four rows and start attaching the rows vertically as shown in the diagram below (DIAGRAM 4).
Step 3. Quilt Assembly
Sew right sides together.

- Layer the finished table top: Place batting on the wrong side of the top.
- Quilt as desired.
- Baste around entire outside edges of the table runner, just inside the ¼” seam line.

Step 4. Place The Backing

- Now that your done quilting take the 30 1/2” x 20 1/2” rectangle from fabric N
- Layer the backing fabric on top of the quilted table top facing right side of the fabric and sew around the entire piece with 1/4” seam allowance.
- Leave an opening of at least 3” to turn it right side out.
- Turn the piece and hand needle stitch to close the opening.
- Make a top stitch around the entire piece.

enjoy!
Template

Art Gallery Fabrics